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Abstract: At the 2010 Research Forum, I presented the poster which shows the origin of archival system in Classical Athens. Metroon, the temple of Mother Goddess, was the place to store the city-state records. This temple used to be the Bouleuterion, the council’s building.

For this year’s Forum, I will present a study on the words archaeon (ἀρχειον), the etymology of archives, and bouleuterion, using online resources such as Perseus digital library or Internet Archive. A Greek-English Lexicon edited by Henry George Liddell and Robert Scott (LSJ) indicates that Archeion is derived from Arche, which has two meanings, beginning and authority, and is the singular neutral nominative form of “archeios”, adjective of the second meaning. Tracking the history of the word usage, archeion means archon’s (the ruler’s) office at first, then means archival materials or repository during Hellenistic period. Latin dictionary points out that East Roman Emperor Justinian I in the 6th century reviewed all Roman laws and announced to keep them in “archive and grammatophylacio”. This “archive” has its original form, archium or archivum translated from the Greek word archeion. Probably this word spread over European world. Therefore, the archives is deeply connected with codification and authority.

The Bouleuteion housed the city-state records which describe the decision-making process by the representatives of citizens. Bouleuteion means belonging to Boule and the building for Boule. Boule is an institution to confer and decide public affairs by the representatives of citizens. Archaeologists report that Olympia and Delphi also stored their records and archives in
Bouleuterion. Not only city-states like Athens but Pan-Hellenic sacred places have Bouleuteria which housed records. Therefore, Bouleuterion is very important when we think what the foundation of democracy is.
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